Abstract Traditional multimedia search engines retrieve results based mostly on the query submitted by the user, or using a log of previous searches to provide personalized results, while not considering the accessibility of the results for users with vision or other types of impairments. In this paper, a novel approach is presented which incorporates the accessibility of images for users with various vision impairments, such as color blindness, cataract and glaucoma, in order to rerank the results of an image search engine. The accessibility of individual images is measured through the use of vision simulation filters. Multi-objective optimization techniques utilizing the image accessibility scores are used to handle users with multiple vision impairments, while the impairment profile of a specific user is used to select one from the Pareto-optimal solutions. The proposed approach has been tested with two image datasets, using both simulated and real impaired users, and the results verify its applicability. Although the proposed method has been used for vision accessibility-based reranking, it can also be extended for other types of personalization context.
Introduction
Personalization in contemporary multimedia search engines is mostly accomplished in the same manner as in search engines that retrieve web-pages: by considering meta-information [22, 32] , such as the history of user queries [27] or spatio-temporal characteristics [28] in order to provide recommendations. However, the actual content of multimedia has not been widely used for personalization purposes, with few exceptions [26] . For instance, their colors or the frequencies appearing in audio data and associating them to user preferences regarding color and frequencies has not been much explored. Provided that the current paper deals with vision-related accessibility issues and without loss of generality the focus will be put upon on the analysis of images, that form a major proportion of the existing Web multimedia content. In particular, the assumption is that the content of images can be an invaluable source of information for providing enhanced personalization for people with visual impairments, via the preservation and promotion of the most accessible results. Researching in this direction is important, considering that people with vision impairments are not just a tiny minority, but their total number is estimated at about 3.8 % worldwide [39] .
Personalization based on image accessibility poses two major challenges:
-In order to recommend the most accessible images for an impaired user, there is a need for an automatic procedure that quantifies how accessible the images are for people with disabilities. -It should be taken under consideration that the search engine users may have a multitude of vision impairments simultaneously, e.g. both cataract and glaucoma.
Existing approaches for personalization have not so far considered accessibility-related information. On the other hand, methods for the automatic quantification of the accessibility of images have been developed and exhibit a potential for further usage [35] . However, so far they have targeted specific impairments and applications. There is a lack of generic approaches for the accessibility assessment of images, especially within the context of search engine personalization. Moreover, in the guidelines developed so far for the evaluation of web page accessibility, as well as in the existing methods for evaluating image accessibility, the impaired users are considered as having a single impairment [33, 35] , which is not always true. In fact, a large proportion of visually impaired users have more than one coexisting vision impairments. Patients having both cataract and glaucoma are quite frequent [16] . Studies of the National Eye Institute [30] show that about 4.5 % of the overall population has some form of color blindness, while about 45 % of people around 75 years old have cataract. Since color blindness is not related to age and is independent from the development of cataract, this means that about 2 % of the population around 75 years old suffer from both cataract and color blindness. Considering a user as having multiple impairments can provide more accurate personalization than considering only a single impairment. The consideration of multiple characteristics describing the same entity has proven useful in other areas, such as machine learning [2] , which motivates the use of such multimodal learning techniques in accessibility-related personalization.
In this paper, a novel approach for providing accessibility-related personalization in image search engines is proposed. Personalization is provided in the form of reranking the most relevant retrieved images, so that the most accessible ones to a specific user are promoted to the first positions. Although the proposed approach has been developed for image search engines and vision-related impairments, the introduced concepts and procedures can be used with any type of multimedia and impairments. In order to address the aforementioned challenges, this paper makes the following contributions:
-Vision accessibility-related information is introduced for personalized search engines. -Image accessibility is automatically computed using a novel and generic approach utilizing vision simulation filters. Although the vision filters used are based on existing filters of the literature, to the authors' knowledge, it is the first time that the accessibility of image is quantitatively evaluated through a generic procedure able to handle several types of vision impairments. -The multitude of impairments that a user may have is handled by formulating the problem of image reranking as a multi-objective optimization problem, and selecting the optimal solution based on the specific user impairments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A review of the recent literature related to the subject of accessibility-aware search engines is presented in Section 2. The ground truth dataset used for the evaluation of the proposed methods is described in Section 3. The proposed approach to extract the accessibility scores from the images is presented in Section 4, followed by the presentation of the multi-objective optimization approach, in Section 5. Section 6 contains the results of the experimental evaluation of the proposed approach. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related work
The majority of work related to personalized search engines, considers the search history of the user, or the search history of other users, as context [1] . In [25] , the previous query requests of the users are collected and used to provide personalized recommendations. In [6] , the query history of a user is clustered in conceptual groups. The sequence of concepts submitted by many users are used as the context to provide query recommendations. Information about the previous queries and the results that were selected by the user is used also in [40] and are integrated into a ranking model. Other contextual factors, such as spatiotemporal and environmental aspects have also been used to rerank the search results, as in the works of [3] and [7] .
The effect of well-known vision impairments, like cataract and macular pathology, to the visual acuity and contrast sensitivity of impaired users respectively, has been thoroughly studied and reported in the past [18, 24] . However, as demonstrated by the results of [24] , with regard to elderly people with visual acuity problems, uncorrected vision is often overlooked in research about vision and refraction. There is a bias towards people wearing glasses over those not wearing them, which can affect the way that visual aids, such as street signs, are designed. The study of [14] showed that, in typed text, words are perceived clearer than individual letters, for people with visual acuity problems caused by central field loss and cataract.
With regard to web-pages, the most significant accessibility-related guidelines are included and described in Guidelines of Web Content Accessibility (WCAG) [37] . WCAG contains guidelines for making web content accessible to people with disabilities, such as providing textual or other alternatives for images and auditory content, not relying only on the colors of the web-page to provide information ensuring that the presented documents are simple and clear. After the first web accessibility guideline which was compiled by Gregg Vanderheiden in 1995, over 38 different Web Access guidelines followed from various authors and organizations. They consist of a set of guidelines for making content accessible, primarily for disabled users, but also for all user agents, including highly limited devices, such as mobile phones.
However the attention of these guidelines is focused on web-pages and ensuring that their content can be easily read by the majority of disabled users. Concerning multimedia, only few works have addressed the problem of evaluating the accessibility of individual images, in terms of their visual content. In [35] , the authors discover areas within images which are inaccessible for people with color-blindness. This is accomplished by simulating the perception of the image by the user and calculating edge differences between the original and the simulated images. In [41] and [34] , the content of the images is processed in order to enhance the images, so as to be better accessible for people with color-blindness and decreased contrast sensitivity, respectively. Modifying the functionality of a web page or service, for instance of a search engine, so as to be adapted to people with disabilities, has not been given much focus yet.
Ground truth dataset
The purpose of the developed methods is to facilitate the use of image search engines by visually impaired users. In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed methods, a ground truth dataset has been collected by recruiting people with vision impairments. For the collection of the ground truth data, a web-based tool has been implemented, through the use of which, impaired users are able to assess the visibility of various sets of images and to submit appropriate rankings of them. In each user session, the user is presented with a set of 10 images, in random order. The images are randomly picked from a set of 100 fashionrelated images, taken from the fashion dataset of the CUbRIK project [10]. As a first task, the user is requested to put the images in order, from the one which is most easy for them to see to the one which is most difficult to see. Whether an image is easy or difficult to see is left to the user's perception, without the researcher providing any clues about items that may exist in the images, but are not seen by the user.
Once the user submits the ordering of the images, the second phase of the experiment follows. In this phase, the users are requested to check whether they see or not a number of visual characteristics appearing in the images, such as specific objects or colors. The visual characteristics for each image have been gathered from the manual annotation of the images by a number of users with full vision. The images for which the users are requested to check the visibility of the characteristics are the same as the ones which the users ordered in the previous phase of the experiment, and are presented to the users one after the other, in the same order as they had put them.
When the user completes the second phase of the experiment for all 10 images, one user session ends. Each user was requested to participate to five of the above two-phase sessions, each with another random set of 10 images. The images in each session are results of five fashion-related textual queries, namely "hat", "jeans", "shirts", "shoes" and "skirt".
In the experiments, 10 visually-impaired users have participated. The users were patients of the ophthalmological clinic of the AHEPA hospital in Thessaloniki, Greece, and of the Social Insurance Institute of Neapoli, Thessaloniki. The number of users is relatively small due to the difficulty in finding visually-impaired users for the purposes of collecting ground truth data. Of these users, 5 were women and 5 were men, while their ages ranged from 62 to 83 years old, except for one aged 34. Most patients suffered from glaucoma, in some cases along with cataract and protanopia. Two of the patients suffered only from cataract and one only from protanomaly. Table 1 contains the characteristics of all users in detail. A user impairment profile has been created for each user, corresponding to his/her impairments and their severity.
Each patient was requested to use the ground truth collection tool for five sessions. Each session corresponded to a sample query submitted to the CUbRIK search engine. In particular, text queries, such as "jeans" and "shoes" were submitted to the search engine. The top ten resulting images were used as the images presented to the user in one session of the ground truth collection tool, in the order returned by the search engine, i.e. by decreasing relevance score. This ordering is hereby referred to as the "relevance ranking".
For each image i presented in the user sessions, a ground truth accessibility score a i,gt ∈ [0, 1] was calculated, based on the visual characteristics that the user checked as visible. The accessibility score was calculated as the ratio of the visible characteristics over the total number of visual characteristics existing for each image:
The larger the accessibility score, the more easy was for the user to see the items appearing in the image.
Automatic computation of image accessibility
In this section, the proposed approach for automatically computing the accessibility of images is presented. An overview of the approach is provided, followed by detailed descriptions of its parts.
Overview
Accessibility-based reranking of the search results relies on extracting accessibility scores from the images, in analogy to the relevance scores calculated by a standard search engine. The overall procedure of extracting the accessibility score a m of an image I , for impairment m is the following. The impairment m is modeled as a filter f m , which distorts the original image, according to vision impairment m. The filtered image, I m , is a simulation of how an impaired user having impairment m would perceive the original image I . Next, a comparison is performed between the original and the filtered image, using a distortion measure g m , in order to quantify the distortion imposed by the impairment filter. Images with content that is accessible to the user would undergo less distortion than images that are not accessible. For instance, let a protanopia filter be considered. The filter simulates how a person with protanopia would perceive an input image. If the image contains several red and green areas, the image would be highly distorted by the filter. On the other hand, if the image does not contain red and green areas, the image would not be distorted at all. Thus the amount of distortion imposed by the filter to the image is an indication of how accessible this image is. This amount of distortion is used as the image accessibility score a m . Hereby, a m is normalized in the [0, 1] range, with 0 meaning that the image is not accessible and 1 meaning that it is totally accessible. A graphical overview of the procedure is depicted in Fig. 1 . The novelty of this architecture, is first that it allows the extraction of a numeric score assessing the accessibility of an image for people with a specific type of impairment, and also that it is generic enough to handle any type of vision impairment, simply by using an appropriate vision filter for the impairment.
Vision filters used
Formally, a vision filter f m is defined as a function
where I is the space of images, which takes an image I as its input and produces another image I m , which is the simulation of how a person having impairment m would perceive the original image. Depending on the characteristics of impairment m, the filter f m may modify the colors of the pixels, may cause blurring of the image, etc. In this paper, five vision impairments are considered, namely cataract, glaucoma, protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia. The filters used for the five considered impairments are described in the following sub-sections. Most of the filters are based on the ones used in the vision simulation system of [17] . The filters of [17] have been developed and evaluated within the context of the European project ACCESSIBLE [12] , which focused 
Cataract
Cataract is the deterioration of vision due to the clouding of the lens. As stated by the National Eye Institute [30], the effect of cataract can be analyzed in a series of simpler effects, including the following: -decreased sensitivity in low contrast changes -decreased visual acuity (blurriness) -increased sensitivity to glare sources (bright areas in the image) -perception of bright clouds (like "cataracts") in the visual field -yellowing of the image The filter simulating cataract, f cataract , is herein split into two sub-filters, f gcy and f csf , each responsible for a different group of cataract effects. The first sub-filter, f gcy , simulates the glare sensitivity, clouding and yellowing symptoms, and makes use of the filters of [17] . In [17] , glare sensitivity is simulated through manipulations of the bright areas in the image and their exaggeration, so that they affect large part of the visual field. The clouding effect is approached using randomized semi-opaque masks, simulating scotomata, i.e. areas resembling clouds or cataracts, covering the whole visual field. Finally, the yellowing of the image is simulated by modifying the hue and saturation of the image in the HSV color space. The intensity of all these effects can be varied within a range of no effect to full effect. In particular, glare sensitivity is controlled by varying the size of the area affected by bright spots, clouding is controlled by varying the transparency and size of the scotomata and yellowing is controlled by the amount of hue and saturation distortion.
The second sub-filter of cataract, f csf , simulates the contrast sensitivity and visual acuity effects. In this case, a unified approach, different from [17] , is followed, so as to produce more realistic results. The approach is based on the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) of the human eye. Contrast is generally defined as the luminance difference between two points in an image, normalized by the average image luminance. There is a threshold in the contrast values that the human eye can see. Luminance differences smaller than this threshold cannot be perceived. However, this threshold varies with the spatial frequency of the luminance source. This variation of the contrast threshold, or usually its inverse, the contrast sensitivity, is described by the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF).
The CSF can be formulated as a band-pass filter [19, 20, 34] with a peak at middle frequencies. Adopting the formulation of [34] , the contrast sensitivity function for an impaired user, considering middle to high frequencies, can be modeled by the following exponential function: This type of analysis, with the use of CSFs, incorporates both contrast sensitivity and visual acuity, and is thus closer to the actual user perception, than separately reducing the image contrast and blurring it, as in [17] . The application of the contrast sensitivity and visual acuity filter can be performed by multiplying the CSF function of (3) to the magnitude of the frequency spectrum of the image. The complete cataract filter consists of the application of the glare, clouding and yellowing sub-filter, f gcy , followed by the contrast sensitivity and visual acuity filter f csf . The application of the cataract filter to a sample input image is as illustrated in Fig. 2a. 
Glaucoma
Glaucoma is the damage of the optic nerve, usually related to increased fluid pressure in the eyes. The effect of glaucoma on the human vision is the perception of a dark area around the center of vision. The size and intensity of the dark area depends on the severity of the impairment.
For the glaucoma filter, f glaucoma , the implementation of [17] has been used hereby. In this implementation, glaucoma is simulated using a semi-opaque circular black mask applied at the periphery of the visual field. Different from the scotomata masks used in the cataract filter, the mask used for glaucoma covers the periphery of the visual field, leaving the center of vision unaffected. The severity of the impairment can be varied by controlling the size and the transparency of the peripheral area covered by the mask. These range from zero size and full transparency, i.e. normal vision, to almost the size of the visual field and full opacity, i.e. almost total blindness. Figure 2b illustrates the effect of applying the glaucoma filter on an example image.
Protanopia, deuteranopia, tritanopia
Color blindness is the inability to see adequately or at all a region of the visible light spectrum. It is caused by faults or total absence of one or more retinal photoreceptor cones, which are responsible for perceiving color and transmitting the information to the optical nerve. In case of a single deficient cone, and depending on the color for which the deficient cone is responsible, color blindness is split into three types: protanopia, related to the red cone, deuteranopia, related to the green cone, and tritanopia, related to the blue cone. People with protanopia and deuteranopia, which are the most usual types of color blindness, have difficulty in distinguishing between red and green colors, while people with tritanopia have difficulty in perceiving blue colors. If the respective cone is not totally absent, but it rather faulty, causing a mild impairment, the three above types of impairments are called, respectively, protanomaly, deuteranomaly and tritanomaly.
For the color blindness filter, f protanopia , f deuteranopia and f tritanopia , the implementations of [17] are again used. In [17] , filters for all types of color-blindness are defined and used. The same filters are also used in this paper. The filters are implementations of the colorblindness simulators described in [5] . In particular, the input image is transformed from the RGB color space to the LMS (Long, Medium, Short) color space [13] , which represents colors with respect to the response of the three types of cones in the retinal photoreceptor to light of long, medium and short wavelength. This transformation is due to the fact that the relationship between the components of the RGB color model and their perception by the three types of cones is not linear, but there is a rather large overlap between the responses of the red and green cones, while the blue one is separated. Protanopia is simulated by modifying the value corresponding to the long wavelength cone, i.e. the one related to the red color, so that the responsiveness to the red color is eliminated. Deuteranopia and tritanopia are simulated similarly, for their corresponding wavelengths. The final image is acquired by transforming back to the RGB color space. Various degrees of protanomaly, deuteranomaly and tritanomaly are simulated by considering the final image as a weighted average of the original image and the one corresponding to complete protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia, respectively, and controlling the weight. Thus, e.g., a weight of 0 for protanopia would correspond to normal vision, while a weight of 1 for protanopia to complete protanopia. In Fig. 2c , the application of the protanopia filter on a sample image is depicted, as an example of a color blindness filter.
Distortion measures used
After the calculation of the filtered image, for either of the five impairments, a distortion function is used to compare the original and the filtered image. The distortion function measures the information loss caused by the filtering procedure.
A distortion function g m is defined as
i.e. it takes two images as its input and computes a value in the range [0, 1] as its output, measuring the distortion of the second input image, compared to the first. Various functions can be used as distortion functions, for instance information loss, difference of color histograms or difference of detected edges. Different distortion functions may be suitable for different impairments. The distortion function used for all impairments is the sum of three distortion measures, measuring differences in:
-the luminance histogram, -the detected edges and -the pixel-by-pixel color values of the images.
In the literature, differences in luminance, edges/gradients and color have commonly been used for the evaluation of quality degradation of an image with respect to a reference image [36, 42] . These types of degradations are based on characteristics of the human visual system (HVS) perception, since, while an image may contain redundant visual information, the HVS uses only low-level features, such as edges, in order to perceive it [42] . Hereby, the differences in luminance between the original and the filtered images are captured by the differences in the luminance histograms, differences in gradients are captured by the differences in the detected edges and differences in color are captured by the differences in the pixel-by-pixel color values. Other implementations of distortion measures to capture these three types of distortions could of course be used as well. However, the focus of this paper is mostly on demonstrating that such an approach and architecture can prove valuable, rather than searching for the most fine-tuned distortion measures. 
Difference of histograms
For the implementation of this function, the histograms have been considered to consist of 64 bins, i.e. b = 64.
Difference of edges
For the difference in the edges detected in the original image I and the filtered one I m , the images are again transformed to the Luv color space and only the luminance channel is considered. Then, the Sobel edge detection operator is applied to both of them, producing images I s and I m,s , respectively. Images I s and I m,s are gray-scale images, where the intensity of each pixel, normalized to the [0, 1], indicates if there are edges at this position in the original and filtered images. The closer the intensity is to 1, the sharper an edge exists in the respective initial image. The amount of edges in the original and filtered images can be approximated by summing the intensity values of the images produced after edge detection. Let I ij s be the intensity of the pixel in the ith row and the j th column of image I s , and similarly for I m,s . Let also e I and e I m be the amount of edges in images I and I m , respectively. Then
where H and W is the height and the width of the images, respectively. 
The distortion function is defined as follows:
where H and W are the height and the width of the image, respectively, in pixels,
is a normalization constant, and
is a parameter introduced to keep only the differences that are larger than a threshold value t. This thresholding has been introduced in order to ignore small differences in color that are due to noise introduced by the filter. The specific value of the threshold is determined so that it corresponds to a small percentage, hereby 1 %, of the range of the difference values in the image.
Total distortion
Finally, the total distortion function, g is defined as the weighted sum of g h , g e and g p : 
w h , w e , w p ∈ [0, 1], w h + w e + w p = 1. A linear combination of the three distortion measures has been used due to its simplicity and capability of assigning significance weights to the individual distortion measures. Different kinds of combinations can also be considered, which can be a direction for future research. The weights w h , w e and w p , above, determine the trade-off between the histogram, edge and pixel-by-pixel functions for the calculation of the final distortion function. For the implementation used in this paper, equal weights have been assigned to all distortion functions, i.e. w h = w e = w p = 0.33, in order to consider them with equal significance. Experimentation with weights around these values have shown that the results are not significantly affected, thus equal weights have been selected.
Overall, introducing in the notation for images I and I m the subscript i ∈ {1 . . . N}, denoting one of the N images returned by the search engine, the accessibility score for the image with index i and for impairment m is calculated as follows:
m ∈ {cataract, glaucoma, protanopia, deuteranopia, tritanopia}. It should be noted that the accessibility score for any individual impairment is computed using the total distortion function, i.e. a combination of all three distortion measures. There is no correspondence between a distortion measure and an impairment. Each of the three distortion measures captures a different type of distortion that may be imposed due to any of the five impairments. For instance, filtering an image showing a red object in a green background with the protanopia filter would make the object difficult to distinguish from the background. This would cause an amount of distortion in all three types of distortion measures: in the difference of luminance histograms, since the luminance of the object in the filtered image is closer to the luminance of the background, in the difference of edges, since the edges of the object are not clear in the filtered image, and in the pixel-by-pixel color difference, since the colors of the filtered image are different than the original one.
Automatic accessibility scores and ground truth validation
As a first validation of the above procedure for extracting the accessibility scores from the images, the automatically extracted scores have been compared to the ground truth accessibility scores described in Section 3. The experimental setting is as follows. Each of the recruited users presented in Table 1 were considered in turn. Each user has a specific impairment or combination of impairment in various amounts. The vision of the user was simulated as a combination of all the filters described in Section 4.2, where each filter was tuned in order to agree with the amount of disability of the user for the corresponding impairment. Thus, an input image passing through all the appropriately tuned filters would produce a distorted image that simulates how the user, with the specific combination of impairments, sees the image. Then, the distortion between the original and the final image is calculated, in order to extract an accessibility score for the image, as described in Section 4.3.
In this manner, accessibility scores for all the images in all sessions described in Section 3 have been computed, each time tuning the filters according to the impairment amounts of the user participating in the session. Then, the correlation between the automatically extracted scores and the ground truth accessibility scores, also described in Section 3, has been calculated, using the Pearson correlation coefficient. The correlation value was 0.2027, suggesting a positive correlation between the automatically extracted scores and the ground truth scores, which indicates that the proposed method manages to agree with the user perception.
However, the approach of passing an image through all filters and computing the distortion is computationally heavy and would cause an online search engine system to perform slowly, since the accessibility scores of all returned images for a specific user, with specific impairment amounts, need to be computed on the fly. A different, more efficient, approach would be to pre-compute the accessibility scores of the images for the separate impairments, produce an optimal ranking for each impairment separately, and then considering the exact user impairment amounts, in order to merge the rankings, e.g. using a weighted sum, putting more focus on the ranking corresponding to the impairment for which the user has the largest disability. Computing the optimal ranking for a specific user can be considered as an optimization problem, where the objective to be optimized is the appropriateness of a ranking for the specific user. Using multiple rankings of the results and merging them is equivalent to considering combinations among multiple optimization objectives. However, combining the objectives in a weighted sum fashion and optimizing the combined objective has the disadvantage that there may be appropriate solutions, i.e. rankings, that cannot be discovered, even if all weight combinations are considered for the objectives, leading to the need for more elaborate methods [23] . Hereby, this problem is addressed using multi-objective optimization techniques, as presented in the following.
Incorporation of multiple vision impairments using multi-objective optimization
In this section, the multi-objective approach used in order to handle the simultaneous existence of multiple vision impairments in a user is described.
Overview
Using the accessibility score extraction procedure described in Section 4, accessibility scores for each image of the search results can be calculated for the supported vision impairments. A first issue arising here is the amount of distortion imposed by the filters. The nature of the vision impairments is that a user does not either have or not have an impairment, but rather has an impairment at an amount within a continuous range of degrees. The vision filters used are able to simulate this by varying their intensity level. Thus, the amount of distortion imposed in the input image is affected not only by the characteristics of the image itself, but also by the intensity of the filter. In order to compensate for this fact, the intensity of the imposed filters is fixed to the average intensity of each filter's intensity range, as if they corresponded to an impaired user having an average amount of disability for each of the supported impairments. This consideration does not actually affect the relative accessibility between two images, with respect to a single impairment, since impaired persons would perceive an accessible image better than an inaccessible one, regardless of the amount of disability they have. It has an impact, however, when considering the combination of multiple impairments. This is the reason for selecting the average amount of intensity for the filters of all impairments, in order for the set of Pareto-optimal rankings computed, described below in this section, to be balanced across the impairments. The actual amount of disabilities of the impaired users in each of the supported impairments is taken into account later, for the final selection of a single Pareto-optimal solution, as described in Section 5.3.
If a single impairment was considered, a simple ordering of the images in order of descending accessibility scores would be sufficient for an accessibility-based reranking. However, in this paper, the users are considered to have more than one impairments, so that ordering the images with respect to one impairment conflicts with their ordering with respect to another.
Such problems of conflicting objectives can be handled using multi-objective optimization techniques [9, 11] . Multi-objective optimization deals with trying to simultaneously optimize a set of conflicting objectives and results in a set of optimal trade-offs among the multiple objectives, called the Pareto-optimal solutions. Herein, an approach similar to the multi-objective visualization method of [21] is adopted, with the conflicting objectives being the orderings of the results according to either of the considered impairments.
Formally, the multi-objective ranking problem is hereby stated as follows. Let F be the set of all possible rankings of the results. Let also
be a set of objective functions, each evaluating, with a numerical score, the appropriateness of a particular ranking p ∈ F with respect to a specific criterion, which is hereby related to the different vision impairments. The goal of multi-objective optimization is to simultaneously minimize all objectives:
Instead of resulting in a single solution, as with single-objective optimization problems, this multi-objective optimization results in the set of Pareto-optimal solutions P ⊆ F. Multiobjective optimization is based on the notion of dominance among the possible solutions.
A particular solution dominates another one, if it has a smaller value in at least one of the objectives, without having a larger value to any other objective. In other words, it is at least better than the other in one objective, without sacrificing any other objective. The set of Pareto-optimal solutions is the set of solutions that dominate all other ones without dominating each other. One of the Pareto-optimal rankings p ∈ P is finally selected, based on the specific impairment profile of the user.
Objective functions used
The discounted cumulative gain (DCG) is used for the definition of the objective functions. The DCG is commonly used for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the rankings produced by search engines [29] . Considering that a set of N results is ranked, so that result i has a rank r i , with 1 being the top-most rank, the DCG is calculated as follows:
where rel i is the relevance score of image i. The larger the DCG, the more promoted (i.e. placed in higher positions) are results that are relevant to the query. The DCG is used hereby as an objective function for evaluating the rankings of the results, with the modification that the relevance score is replaced with the accessibility scores for the various supported impairments . If r = (r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r N ) is a ranking of the N results returned by the search engine, then the objective function corresponding to impairment m is the following:
where a i,m = g (I i , f m (I i )), is the specific accessibility score of image i, for impairment m. The DCG has been normalized by the number of results N and subtracted from 1, in order for the optimal ranking to be calculated by minimizing the objective function, instead of maximizing them. Hereby, five objective functions of the above form are defined, one for each of the considered impairments, i.e. m ∈ {cataract, glaucoma, protanopia, deuteranopia, tritanopia}. Note that the DCG metric is also used later, in Section 6.2, for evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed method, based on ground truth. In that case, the extracted accessibility scores a i,m of the images are replaced by the ground truth accessibility scores a i,gt , presented in Section 3. Using the DCG objective functions, all possible rankings of the results can be evaluated for each of the five impairments and the Pareto-optimal ones can be calculated using multiobjective optimization techniques. Hereby, the SPEA2 genetic algorithm [43] is used for the calculation of the Pareto front. Genetic algorithms are commonly used for solving multiobjective optimization problems, since the fact that they maintain a population of solutions, instead of a single one, makes them more appropriate for computing the Pareto-optimal set. Dominance relations are commonly used as the fitness functions. SPEA2 (Strengh Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2), instead of considering whether a solution dominates other solutions, measures how many members of the population a solution dominates or is dominated by, an amount named as strength. The fitness function used is based on this strength value, rather than on mere dominance. SPEA2 maintains, apart from the regular solution population, an archive of the most dominant solutions that have appeared throughout all the iterations up to the current one, ensuring that no good solutions are missed due to random effects. The size of the archive is kept constant, using clustering-based truncation operations, in order to achieve a uniform density of the archived solutions. Members from both the regular population and the archive are used for the evaluation of the fitness values and for the recombination and mutation operations.
After the calculation of the Pareto-optimal rankings, one of them needs to be selected, in order to be presented to the user, as described in the following.
Selection of a single solution based on the user impairment profile
All the aforementioned impairments can have variable amounts of severity. In order to model the amount of disability of a user in a specific impairment m, a decimal value x m ∈ [0, 1] is used. In this paper, this value will be referred to as the impairment amount, for impairment m. The impairment amount takes values in the range from 0 to 1, with 0 meaning that the user does not have impairment m at all, and 1 meaning that the user has the impairment in the largest possible amount. A user with having an average severity for impairment m is considered as having an impairment amount of x m = 0.5.
An impaired user may have a multitude of impairments simultaneously, possibly at different impairment amounts each. For instance, the user may have both cataract and glaucoma, or more impairments simultaneously. Thus, instead of a single value characterizing the impairment of a user, a vector of values is used:
where M is the number of supported impairments. In this paper, M = 5, since five impairments are considered. This vector of impairment amounts for each of the considered impairments is hereby referred to as the user impairment profile and fully describes the impairments of a specific user. For the selection of one of the Pareto-optimal solutions, the specific impairment profile of the user is used. Using the values of the impairment profile as coordinates, the user impairment profile x can be positioned in the same space as the Pareto-optimal rankings. This allows the selection of the final ranking for this user as the Pareto-optimal ranking that is closer to the user impairment profile. The Chebyshev distance between the profile and the points of the Pareto front is used for this purpose. The Chebyshev distance is commonly used in achievement function-based multi-objective optimization methods, which compute the Pareto front solutions by comparing to a reference solution [31] . The Chebyshev distance between two vectors x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x M ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y M ) is defined as:
The selected ranking, p opt is calculated as follows:
After a specific ranking is selected, the images can finally be ordered according to it and presented to the user.
Experimental evaluation
The experimental evaluation of the accessibility-based multi-objective reranking method has been performed by utilizing both simulated and real impaired users, using two different image datasets. Experimentation with simulated users allows for a more controlled environment as well as a qualitative assessment of the method, while comparing with the perception of real users allows for an assessment of the method in real-world scenarios and a quantification of the results.
Evaluation with simulated users
As a first experiment for the evaluation of the accessibility-based reranking method, a dataset of 14820 images of Italian monuments, collected from Flickr, as part of the CUbRIK project [10], was used. Each image is associated with textual information, in the form of a title and tags, which can be used by a text-based search engine for image retrieval. A Solr-based search engine was used for image search and retrieval. The 10 top results are considered for accessibility-based reranking. For this use case, cataract and protanopia have been used as the supported impairments.
In Fig. 3 , a set of rerankings of the results of an example query are presented, for three artificial users: one having cataract (b), one having protanopia (c) and one having both cataract and protanopia (d), with x cataract = 0.5 and x protanopia = 0.3. As a query, the word "palace" is submitted.
The first row (a) shows the the original ranking of the results, as returned by the textbased search engine, ordering the results according to their relevance to the query. Below each image, the accessibility scores extracted from the images for cataract and protanopia, using the methodology of Section 4, are presented.
For each user, Fig. 3 depicts various rankings of the results, with the ordering going from the left (top results) to the right. The first row in each user is the accessibility-based ranking of the results, computed using the multi-objective reranking method, with the accessibility scores of the images and the values of the user impairment profile. For demonstration purposes, the second row contains a simulation of how the user perceives the results of the first row. Moving from the left-most image to the right, the results are harder to perceive. This means that the ranking indeed promotes results which are easier to see for a vision-impaired user.
The advantage of the proposed procedure compared to simply ordering the results with respect to the accessibility scores of a single impairment is that the final ranking considers Fig. 3 Example application of the multi-objective accessibility-based reranking. The query submitted is "palace". The result images are sorted from left to right. a The original relevance-based ranking of the results. Below each image, its accessibility scores for cataract and protanopia are presented. In the following subfigures, the reranking of the results for three users is depicted: b a user with cataract, c a user with protanopia and d a user with both cataract and protanopia. For each user, the first row is the reranking of the results, based on the accessibility scores of the images and the user impairment profile. The images of the second row are simulations of how the user would perceive the results of the first row. Images that are at the top (left) positions of the list are easier to perceive than images at the bottom (right) all the impairments of the user, so that the first results are the most accessible with respect to e.g. both cataract and protanopia. Comparing rows (b) and (d), the ranking of row (b), which only considers cataract, promotes the most accessible images for cataract. However, if this ranking was presented to the user having both cataract and a slight protanomaly, the first image would not be much accessible, since it contains red colors. This is reflected in the protanopia score for this image, which is rather low (0.453). Instead, the proposed approach presents the ranking of row (d), in which the first image is more accessible with regard to protanopia, while still being accessible for cataract users. Moreover, by considering the specific impairment amounts of the user for each impairment, in order to guide the selection of the final solution, the relative importance of the impairments is considered, in order for the ranking to focus more on the most severe impairment.
A second round of experiments has also been conducted with simulated users, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach compared to existing methods of merging multiple rankings. Let N images be considered, along with their Such single-impairment rankings have been computed for the supported impairments, leading to a set of different rankings for the same set of images. Each image i has multiple rankings {r i,cat , r i,glau , r i,prot , r i,deut , r i,trit }. In [4, 15] , various methods for combining multiple rankings of a set of search results are presented. The purpose of each method is to compute a combined ranking for an image, based on its multiple individual rankings. Hereby, the following three combinations are considered:
-max combination
-sum combination
-product combination
The experimental setting was as follows. A set of 20 images have been randomly picked from the fashion dataset of the CUbRIK project [10] , and their accessibility scores with respect to the various impairments were computed. Then, multiple impaired users were simulated, each with an impairment profile x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x M ), by considering all possible combinations of the impairment amounts, with a step of 0.1 in the amount of each impairment. For each simulated user, the proposed multi-objective ranking was calculated, along with the max, sum and product combinations of the single-impairment rankings. For each ranking, the values of the objective functions J m for each impairment were calculated, according to (18) . Then, in order to compare between the multi-objective and the combination rankings, the following measure has been used:
In other words, the value used to compare two rankings is the sum of the objectives of the various impairments, weighted by the impairment amounts of the users, so that more focus is given to those impairments where the user has the largest amount. Comparing two rankings, the one with the lowest J comp measure is closer to the needs of the corresponding simulated user. The results of the experiment are depicted in Fig. 4 . Each point in the horizontal axis represents a different simulated user, with specific impairment amounts. The vertical axis is the J comp value for the various rankings. The values have been ordered in increasing J comp value of the multi-objective ranking. Figure 4a shows the results for all the simulated users, while Fig. 4b illustrates a zoomed region, for clarity, since the original diagram covers a wide range for the J comp values. It can be observed that the multi-objective rankings consistently outperform the max ranking, having a smaller J comp value for almost all simulated users, specifically for 99.92 % of them. The values of the sum and product rankings are closer to the multi-objective ranking, however, the multi-objective ranking outperforms them in 90.16 % and 99.55 % of the simulated users, respectively. These results indicate that the multi-objective rankings follow the user perception more precisely than existing methods for ranking combination.
As a qualitative example, Fig. 5 presents the five top-ranked results for a user with 1.0 protanopia, 0.1 cataract and 0.2 glaucoma. Figure 5a shows the original relevance-based Fig. 5b -c depict the max, sum, product and multi-objective rankings. It can be observed that the multi-objective ranking has put black-and-white images first, which are those that can most accurately be seen by the specific simulated user, who has mostly protanopia. This ranking is closer to the user perception than the rankings produced by the max, sum and product methods.
Evaluation with real users
Experiments have also been conducted using the ground truth collected from the user sessions presented in Section 3. The images of a session were provided as input to the accessibility-based multi-objective ranking method, and a set of Pareto-optimal rankings was calculated, considering all the three impairments (cataract, glaucoma and protanopia) of the users. In order to select one of the rankings, a user profile corresponding to the impairments of each user and their amounts was created and used with the Chebyshev distance-based selection strategy. The resulting ranking, hereby denoted as "multi-objective ranking", was compared to the relevance-based ranking, in order to assess which is closer to the user perception. The user perception has been encoded in the ground truth accessibility scores of the images, so these scores are used in the comparison, as described below.
In order to compare the two rankings, the Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) metric has been used. As already mentioned, given a ranked list of N search engine results, each with a rank r i and with a relevance score rel i , DCG is a means to quantify whether the top results in the list have high relevance scores or not. The traditional DCG is calculated as in (17) . The larger the DCG, the more accurate the ranking of the results, according to the relevance scores. Hereby, instead of the relevance scores rel i , the ground truth accessibility scores have been used:
It is important to note that the DCG metric is hereby used only for evaluation purposes. In Section 5.2, the DCG metric was used for the definition of the objective functions used in the multi-objective optimization. It used the automatically extracted accessibility scores of the images to compute the Pareto-optimal rankings and the final ranking. Hereby it is used again, this time using the ground truth accessibility scores of the images, in order to evaluate the final ranking computed automatically. The same metric is also computed for the relevance-based ranking for comparison. For each session, the DCG evaluation metric has been used to compare the relevance ranking to the automatic ranking. The results for an example session are presented in Table 2 . The query used for this example is "shirts" and they correspond to a user with a large amount of glaucoma and a small amount of cataract. The relevance and automatic rankings are presented. The image ID columns contain the unique IDs identifying the images, and are used in order to demonstrate how the positions of the images in the list differ between the relevance-based and the accessibility-based rankings. The score columns contain the ground truth accessibility scores of the images. The desired promotion of results Table 2 . a The results of the search engine, using "shirts" as the query, ranked according to their relevance to the query. b The images are automatically ranked using the multiobjective method, for a user with glaucoma and cataract. Images with vivid colors and sharp edges, such as image 1, which are easier for the user to see, have been promoted. c The images are ranked according to their ground truth accessibility scores for this user. Images with vivid colors and sharp edges have been put at the top positions with high accessibility scores is apparent both from the result positions in Table 2 and from the comparison of the DCG value, which is larger for the automatic ranking.
An illustration of the above rankings is presented in Fig. 6 . The use of the accessibility filtering promotes images which are easier for a person with glaucoma and cataract to see, i.e. images having higher contrast and more vivid colors. For comparison, the bottom part of Fig. 6 contains the ground truth ranking of the images, according to the user annotations.
An average DCG value of 3.62 has been measured for the relevance ranking, averaged over all sessions. Using the automatic ranking, calculated by the accessibility filtering pipeline, an average DCG value of 4.09 has been measured, being by 0.47, or 12.98 %, larger than the DCG of the relevance-based ranking. This verifies that the use of the Pareto-based ranking procedure, using the automatically extracted accessibility scores, for the various impairments, leads to rankings which are closer to the perception of the impaired users.
In a further experiment, the multi-objective rankings computed for each session of each user were directly compared to the ground truth rankings using a different comparison measure. For each user session, the ground truth ranking is the one that considers the images in descending order of their ground truth accessibility scores a i,gt , so that the first image is the one that the specific user perceived most completely. As a measure to compare between the multi-objective and the ground truth ranking, the Ordered Residual Kernel (ORK) [8, 38] measure was used. The ORK measure computes the similarity between two ranked sets, by counting the common elements in the first positions of both sets, and gradually considering larger sets of top-ranked elements. It takes values in the [0, 1] range, with 0 meaning that the two rankings have no common elements and 1 meaning that the two rankings are identical. The ORK measure was computed for each session of each user. 8 Example rankings of two user sessions. In each case, the top row depicts the ranking produced by the proposed multi-objective method, while the bottom row depicts the ground truth ranking. a Session of a user with medium cataract and medium glaucoma. b Session of a user with high protanopia and mild glaucoma than 0.5, with a mean of 0.607, denoted in the figure with a solid red line. This indicates that most of the multi-objective rankings were close to the ground truth rankings. As a comparison, the mean of the ORK values for 10000 pairs of random rankings is also depicted in the figure with a dashed red line, at 0.317. The large difference between the histogram mean and the random rankings mean is an indication that the results depicted in the histogram are unlikely to have occurred by chance. Figure 8 illustrates two further example rankings, for a user with medium cataract and medium glaucoma (a) and a user with high protanopia and mild glaucoma (b). In each example, the top row depicts the multi-objective ranking, produced by the proposed method, while the bottom row depicts the ground truth ranking, based on the ground truth accessibility scores of the images. It can be observed that the automatically produced rankings generally agree with the ground truth rankings, placing at the top positions those images that were easiest for the users to perceive.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel methodology for incorporating accessibility information, in order to rerank the results of a multimedia search engine, was presented. The methodology was applied to an image search engine, in the context of vision-related impairments. The results of the image search engine are reranked so that ones which are easier to see for a user having vision impairments are promoted.
In order to incorporate accessibility information in the reranking procedure, accessibilityrelated scores were extracted from the images, similar to their relevance scores to a query. The procedure for extracting the accessibility features employed the use of vision filters simulating how an average person having a specific vision impairment would see a result image. The original and the filtered images are compared and a measure of the information loss caused by the filter is calculated. This measure constitutes the accessibility score of the image. Hereby, five vision impairments were considered, namely cataract, glaucoma, protanopia, deuteranopia and tritanopia.
If only one impairment was considered, ranking the results according to their accessibility scores would suffice to provide an accessibility-based ranking. However, since a user may have more than one impairments, a multi-objective approach was followed in order to calculate a set of rankings, namely the Pareto-optimal ones, which represent different tradeoffs among the multiple impairments. The most appropriate one for the user was selected based on the user impairment profile.
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